
Munta, Island #59

T
he island is designed for Tier 1 characters and

features a small island, with a moderate

population, and fertile resources. The island

features forests, swamps, hills, mountainous

cliffs overlooking the sea and a cove with

natural beaches. Ships can harbor safely in the

cove just a few hundred feet from the beach.

The Conflict
Munta, home to fearie dragons, is currently being set up as an

outpost for goblinoid interests. This small island’s population

of fearie dragons are fighting against the goblins and

adventurers can expect to help the fearie dragons drive off the

goblin threat.

Fearie Dragons
The Fearie Dragons on the island are very peaceful, though

quite the little pranksters. They are slowly using their magics

to turn this entire island into an idyllic forest, including the

swamp, all to bring in passing ships so that they can pull

pranks on those adventurers!

The fearie dragons can be found in area 2, where they have

made their home in the trees and have built small nests, much

like birds. They have used their magics so much that the

forest trees will occasionally disappear and reappear in front

of unsuspecting adventurers, any investigations will reveal

that both trees are, were, real... they just move around now to

confuse any wanderers.

In area 3 there is a small red fearie dragon, Alaia, who has

been kidnapped by a group of angry goblins. Alaia played a

prank on one of the goblins that caused them to walk into the

door of their hut, and her giggling alerted the other goblins to

her position. She is now stuck in a crow's cage and the

goblins are hoping that her cries will call forth other fearie

dragons so they can shoot them down with crossbows.

Goblins
The goblins are currently building an outpost in the 

northern reaches of the island at area 1. This outpost is

planned to be a rather large fort for the hobgoblins to 

better survey the archipelago in this region and will 

eventually be manned by proper hobgoblins, as the 

bay of this island provides the perfect dock for 

large warships to weather out storms.

There is currently a party of goblins at 

area 3 making a small beach head and dock 

for future warships, though they spend most 

of their days dozing on the beach and 

watching the forests suspiciously. They have 

one fearie dragon, and they are hoping to 

attract more from the forests to shoot them.
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Wandering Monsters
Many monsters have already been drive from this island

thanks to the teamwork of the fearie dragons, but there are a

few still left in the swamps. These creatures are rather angry

from the constant pranks of the fearie dragons aren't very

likely to talk.

Crocodiles
The swamps are inhabited by a several crocodiles all to happy

eat fearie dragons, goblins or adventurers. They hide under

the swampy waters and will jump out at anything that moves

past them, though the swamp waters are slowly receding

down to the sourthern portion of the island which means

more and more of them are being pushed closer and closer

together. This is making food scarce to come by and several

have resorted to cannibalism.

Goblin Hunters
Somewhere on the island there is a pair of goblins hunting for

fresh meat for the rest of their comrades in the northern

outpost. They are quite good at hiding in the forest and have

set up several animal traps throughout the forest. Their

names are: Krotz and Brir.

Exploring The Island
All location descriptions for this island are keyed to Map #59.

Characters are likely to arrive on the beach somewhere, and

the goblins are more than likely going to see their ship

approaching the island. Those on the beach will hide just on

the edge of the forest and attack with surprise if the party

investigates the beach house.
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1. Goblin Stronghold
See Map #59-A  

Big wooden palisades surround squat wooden buildlings

overlooking the cliff faces of the island. There is one large

wooden structure that stands above the rest on 4 beams of

timber, some sort of look out with a pyramid shape roof and a

clear view of the entire island.

The Goblin outpost is home to one goblin boss and eight

goblins. They are supposed to be building up the fortifications

of the stronghold, but have done very little as Grunka, the

goblin boss, is rather lazy and would rather snooze than deal

with construction. They are currently waiting on the pair of

Goblin Hunters to return with fresh meat as they are tired of

eating stale rations.

If the adventurers are not being quiet on their approach, the

goblins inside will become alerted to their presence and file

into the Towers to shoot arrows down at them.

A1 - Towers
These defensive towers flank the only gates leading into the

fortifications. They are typically manned at all times, though

the sentries on duty are normally fast asleep. The gate and

palisades stand at 15 feet tall, and these two outposts stand

just a few feet above that for the sentries to look down at any

approachers.
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          Map 59-A

A2 - Grunka's Room
Grunka, boss goblin, can be found in this small building,

complete with a small cot shoved in one corner and a small

trunk against the wall. It contains all of Grunka's personal

belongings which includes moldy clothing, a desiccated frog

and 2d6 Electrum coins stamped with the visage of the

hobgoblin leader.

A3 - Barracks
The rest of the goblins sleep in the barracks, and is quite hot

and stifling during the day. There are bedrolls laid

haphazardly around the room, and bits of stale food can be

found inside of many of the bedrolls. Furthermore, along the

Eastern wall, there are several creates filled with food rations,

building supplies and extra ammunition for their shortbows.

A4 - Lookout
Rising 30 feet up on four wooden legs is the lookout, this

imposing structure allows the goblins to see for miles out into

the ocean and is the first part of the fortifications they were

commanded to build. This building is always manned by at

least one goblin, and has a trapdoor that leads to a ladder, in

times of need, the ladder can be pulled up into the structure.
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A5 - Campfire
A largely dirt packed area with a roaring fire, the smoke

plume can be seen from all around. The remaining goblins not

at the Towers or Lookout can be found here playing simple

dice games, eating or napping about the fire. Several tools

have been left outside the Barracks, these tools were meant to

be used to build up the fortifications, but Grunka doesn't care

if the work is done or not.

2. Faerie Dragon's Home
The faerie dragon home is located deep in this idyllic forest.

Thanks to the magic of the faerie dragons, the forest seems to

be partially illusion and partially real with trees blinking in

and out of existence. Faerie dragons have been casting

hallucinatory terrain so much in this area that it seems to be

happening non-stop and may become quite a problem for

adventurers tracking through the wilderness.

If the adventurer's don't have Alaia guiding them through

the forest, it will be impossible to find the other fearie dragons

as they are very timid now that the goblins are here. If Alaia is

with them, she will take them to a small clearing in the middle

of the forest where 2d6 faerie dragons have made their home.

They have hollowed out sections of trees and slowly building

up their own personal dragon hoards inside of them.

The faerie dragons will ask the adventurers for help as they

goblins have been trying to hunt them down for sport, and

their magic isn't meant for combat. If the adventurers agree to

help them, the faerie dragons are extremely thankful and will

help restock their ship and welcome them back whenever they

wish to come back. Furthermore, they can reveal an island not

too far away from Munta that the adventurers can check out.

(Roll on the Island Coordinates Chart as if the party made

a Navigation check of 13-18.)

3. The Beach Head
See Map #59-B  

This small shack on the beach is home to four goblins who

are lounging in the sun, if they see the adventurers' ship, they

will hide off in the forest 50' from their shack and wait for

their approach, otherwise they are lounging in the sun and

only one of them is awake.

Alongside the outside of the shack is a small crow cage

where Alaia, a red faerie dragon, is currently trapped in. If the

adventurers move up to the cage, the four goblins hiding in

the forest will spring their trap and start shooting them with

arrows! Alaia will then attempt to help the adventurers by

forming a small illusory wall with her minor illusion cantrip in

front of the adventurers to provide partial cover from the

arrows.

If the adventurers are able to kill off one of the goblins, the

rest will disappear into the woods and head for the

Stronghold at the North end of the island.

Inside the shack are bedrolls, food rations and ill-kept

fishing equipment. If the party wishes too, they could attempt

to use the fishing equipment to catch fish in the ocean, which

requires a DC 12 Wisdom (Animal Handling) check.
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4. The Swamplands
The swamplands are home to several crocodiles searching for

food. The faerie dragons have slowly been transforming them

island to become an idyllic forest, pushing out the crocodiles

into a smaller area. Many have resorted to cannibalism,

though the new addition of goblins to the island has led to

quite a few happy crocodiles.

All goblins have decided to give a wide berth to the

crocodiles, though the remains and equipment of goblins can

still be found slowly sinking into the swamps.

The Islands’s Fate
The fate of Munta’s happiness is in the hands of the

adventurers. If the adventurers stay and aid the fearie

dragons, they will be able to use this island as a safe location

and help put a stop to the goblin forces. This will also allow

the fearie dragon’s to continue their idyllic life before the

goblins arrived and they may even share information about

other nearby islands!

If the party decides to leave before helping out the fearie

dragons, this small goblin outpost will grow bigger and bigger

and it will eventually kill or drive off all the fearie dragons

from the island. This will cause the forest to turn to a dried out

husk of its former self, and the swamp to fully take over the

island. This changes the resources of the island from Fertile

to Barren, and Hobgoblins will eventually take over the island.

Island Resources
TBD


